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John Glenn Delivers
Merves Lecture
by Alec Gerson
"Oh brave new world that
hath such people in it."
Note that the quote - taken
from the Tempest - makes no
mention of time or place but only
refers to person as a cause of
exclamation.
It is no secret that the
American public is disenchanted
with the space program. NASA at one time one of our country's
proudest agencies - is now
reduced. to the role of a ragged
mendicant who must go begging
for funds.
There are those who give as
reason for this turnabout - the
much heard rejoinder that
federal money is tight, therefore,
we cannot afford a full ·force
space program. They point out
that, in their opinion, space exploration has little- redeeming
social value. It does not putfood
in the mouths of the starving nor
aid in the pacification of the big
cities. Well, maybe yes and
maybe no, I'll leave that to the
historians to sort out.
But don't be fooled into
thi.nking that some meticulously
thought out cerebral argument is
the reason why we are turned off
to space. The truth of the matter
is that we are not sufficiently
amused by the exploits and
reports of our astronauts ·and
technocrats. · People will pay a
high price to be entertained (as
any thriving ·20 year old rock sta~

will tell you). I will not go so far
as to tag each Mercury, Gemini
and Apollo mission with the
billing, "A bomb is born," but
like it or not, most of us expected
a lot more for our money.
Admittedly, many of our
expectations may not be
grounded in reality. Yes, Virginia
there is no Santa Claus and Ming
the Merciless does hot have
colonial control over the dark
side of the moon. Nevertheless, I
wonder what the fate of the space
program would be if NASA were
a Harold Prince Production
starring Perry Como "on his way
to the stars."

*****

On April 4, 1973, Col. John.
Glenn - who on Feb. , 20, 1962
became the first American to
circle the globe in a space craft delivered the annua.I Merves
Distinguished Lecture of the
Humanities in Medicine.
Col. Glenn is a personable
man who has more than the·touch
of the poet in him. Perhaps, if all
the astronauts were more like
him, there would now be more
astronauts· to be more like him.
He began hi~ - lecture by expressing his disappointment that
this symposium did not fit in with
Webster's definition of the word,
"a drinking party; a feast, where
there is drinking." But with a
shrug of sober resignation he
started in on the scheduled ·topic
of discussion.
(Continued on page 7)

Marijuana

and

;

Cancer?

Jay D. Amsterdam
Drs. J.C. Cottrell and S.S . . was present in the marijuana
Sohn, from the TJU Department painted area.
of Pathology and Dr. W.H. Vogel,
One can imply from these
of the T JU Department · of results that if both dissolved
Pharmacology, recently con- cigarette tobacco and dissolved
ducted experiments on the marijuana leaf cause skin cancer
"Toxic Effects of Marijuana Tar in mice, and if cigarette smoke is
on Mouse Skin." Their research associated with lung cancer . in
received national recognition in humans, then marijuana is also
AmericanMedicalNews-(April 9, possibly associated with lung
'73),
which
stated
that malignancy. It could likewise be
"marijuana is just as likely to inferred that one need smoke
- produce cancer as cigal'ettes fewer "reefers" than cigarettes
because users usually hold the to produce the same carcinogenic
smoke in their lungs as long as effects, because the user keeps
possible... "
marijuana tar in contact with
The research was based upon lung tissue ·1onger than cigarette
previous experiments (done by smoke, and more marijuana tar
the U.S. Surgeon General) using is absorbed.
cigarette ·tobacco which was
Dr. Vogel feels that it should
artificially smoked in a special be up to the individual ·to choose
device, and the condensate (tar) to smoke marijuana (or
collected and dissolved in cigarettes) but that at the same
acetone. This solution was then time, people should know that
painted on an area of mouse skin, marijuana _is composed of
which later revealed malignant chemicals which do have possible
changes. Known cancer-produc- cancer producing effects. He also
ing agents (e.g., berizo-alpha-py- states that the active hallucfuorene) were also applied to mouse genie agent in marijuana (THC)
skin in the same manner and, as is not related to the components
expected, cancer resulted.
which show a carcinogenic effect
The Jefferson research team on mice.
used marijuana from the "street
Dr. Vogel and other Jefferson
market" as well as special grown researchers hope ·to do further
cannabis from - NIH. The experiments with marijuana
marijuana was . artificially whereby they will selectively
smoked, the tar collected and "fractionate" the tar in
applied as an acetone solution ·to marijuana ·to isolate the specific
the skin of mice. Histopathologic chemical( s) which causes
evidence of mali~nant change malignant change.

Dr. Gibbon:
A Personal Perspective
By Leo Riordan
(Development Office)
On the eve of the 20th anni- versary of the -revolutionary
operation by Dr. John H. Gibbon,
Jr., May 6, 1973, it is significant
that .his death, February 5, 1973,
elicited so many national tributes
in the lay press. For he avoided
public recognition.
The New York Times said he
"performed the world's first
successful open-heart operation
using a machine thattotally bypassed the heart.''
David
Cleary
of
the
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin
struck a nice note covering the
memorial service at the College
of Physicians · of Philadelphia:
"The degree to which · one
remarkable man can influence
the lives of thousands was made
clear," etc., etc.
The lay press catching up with
the cov.erage in medical publications. He enjoyed recognition in
the profession. Visits by Regius
Professors of Surgery at OXford
and Cambridge Universities, and
from the leading Russian
surgeon, among many · others,
pleased him.
. But the lay press was
something else, as our PR
department discovered soon
after it opened. It had expected to
build the Jefferson image with
Dr. Gibbon as one· of the keystones. Dr. Gibbon simply said
"no'' more firmly than we had
ever heard it said - - yet said it
more pleasantly. So, an immediate and lasting friendship .
developed.
He was a fascinating personality. Slowly he bent a little when
he realized that his attitude was
costing
Jefferson
public

recognition. _But he would grant a stark announcement was made
an interview · only if it was to the papers. Dr. Gibbon's biorequested. It could not be graphical data was unavailable.
So was he. Three days later a
generated by us.
Lord, how newsworthy he TIME science writer and photowas! His historic invention was gra pher, seeking a full-page
only the climax. He was hand- report, contacted assisting
some and photogenic. He lec- surgeons and built a good backh,J.red brilliantly ; wrote with grounder. But the photographer?
"Dr. Gibbon was too camerastyle. He was a member of a
medical family not unlike the shy to pose with his heart-lung
Warrens of Harvard and Boston. · machine," TIME reported, still
A fifth generation physician in · mystified. Nor was he interested
the direct male line, third in financial gain for himself, for
generation Jeff, and a second he assigned royalties from the
generation Jeff professor of machine to Jeff.
There would have been no
surgery. Now it is six generations
- the psychiatrist Dr. Robert H. picture of the operation itself had
not an assisting surgeon, Dr.
Gibbon, Jr., '66 is his nephew.
He could strike out in a new George J. Haupt, '48, used his
,
field ·and ignore the scoffers, yet ordinary camera.
Dr. Gibbon built a happy,
shrink from lay press recognition
when he triumphed. Dr. Gibbon harmonious · office. His book,
didn't even see anything historic Chest Surgery, was dedicated to
about his heart-lung machine. his wife, Mary (Maly), not
Immediately after May 6, 1953 he merely a devoted spouse, but a
started fresh research and medical technician who worked
cannibalized the machine for with him all }9 research years;
his secretary, Miss Marguerite
other experiments.
When
told
that
the Stadvic; and an associate, Dr.
Smithsonian Institution wanted it Thomas F. Nealon,. Jr., 'S-44.
This was typical. Everybody
for permanent exhibit he asked,
got credit for suggestions. He was
"What on earth for?"
Yet by 1963 he had mellowed. hot afraid · of new ideas from
The American Heart Association anyone.
When interns · or residents
was launching a national 10th
wanted
·to spend another year in
anniversary celebration · of the
historic event and that first research he would find a "new
patient, pretty, , healthy, happy source" of funds. They did not
Miss Cecelia Ba'volek, asked to be know until later that he was ·his
pictured with Dr. Gibbon and the own "source."
Two big social events of the
machine. After all, they had
saved her life. He posed, with the year were the Christmas Party
and the spring picnic, both· of
"lung," the only part left.
which
he hosted at Lynfield
Contrast that with the operation itself. It had been soundly Farm.
As many · of his former
planned and skillfully executed.
Pubic relations? No way. Nothing students put it, "It was great to
was kno\vn until ~ ~ay later when be young and to be a Gibbon
,protege."
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Read Us in September
as Y.o u Do in May
Dear
readers,
prepare
yourself for a shock. AJUEL is
taking a summer vacation and
will not return to its 1honored
place on the newsstands until
Sept. of '73. However' if any of
you aspiring young cub reporters
want to sniff out a scoop in the
.
mtervening months, contact us
through our mailbox in Jeff Hall
and we will be glad to get in touch
with you.
All kidding aside, we have
enjoyed putting together Vol. 5 of
ARIEL and wish to thank you for
the warm reception you have
given it. Perhaps, the greatest
tribute we have received all year
was handed to us by a fish peddler down at the Italian Market.
While taking a walk by his shop,
we noticed that the lining of his
garbage can consisted of three

soggy Bulletins, two decomposing Inquirers, a mellowed
New York Times and right
beneath the Times, a prominent
copy of the ARIEL. What more
flattering statement can be made
for a paper than to say that its
rank is but fish fat deep behind
that of the New York Times.
Wow! What a compliment.
N ex t year our s t a ff w1·u
remain intact except for the loss ·
of former editor Dave Jacoby,
who will be leaving for an internship in San Francisco ( Let,us
· hear from you, Dave). Hence, for
better or for worse, you can
expect a similar brand of journalism in the upcoming school
year.
Have a good summer. See you ·
in September.
·

Dear Editors:
Thank you very much for
inviting me - to comment on
nutrition education in schools of
medicine and dentistry.
As a member of the Senate
Select Committee' on Nutrition
and Human Needs, I have
become very much aware of the
urgent need for more and better
pra€-tical .education in nutrition
for our doctors. Although medical '
and dental schools do have
courses in biochemistry, physiology and pharmacology which
deal with various aspects _ of
nutrition, most medical and
dental schools do not have
courses in nutrition which deal
with the basic relationship between good nutrition and good
health.
It is entirely clear that many
diseases are related either
directly' or indirectly to
nutritional factors. In a follow-up
report to the White House Conference on Food, Nutrition and

Health, the Panel on Advan~~d
Academic Teaching of Nutrition
pointed out that:
Atherosclerosis
(including
coronary heart disease),
obesity, diabetes mellitus,
hypertension, and osteoporosis are representative of
many disorders in which
nutritional factors are either
of principal ·or contri~utofy
importance .. In addition; ~ew ·
trends in food processing and
environmental
concerns
require a great .expansion of
research in the area of trace
minerals, _ "secondary vita~
mins," pollutants, and involuntary and voluntary food
additives. Much of the
research directed toward
these problems must be
conducted by individua\s who
have received (or should
receive) advanced academic
training ·in nutrition.
I think it is also important to
point out that sound nutritional

1

the Limelight

Dr. Leonard Reichman, of
Merion, is the new Chief of
Services of Thomas Jefferson
University Hospital's Division of
Oral Surgery. With Jefferson for
11 years, he is Clinical Associate
Professor of OtolaryngoJl)gy.

6920

Salute to the Commons
·

Renowned Oklahoma city
physician and surgeon Dr. Joe
Henry Coley, of 401N.W.14th St.,
has been appointed National
Alumni · Chiarman · of Thomas
Jefferson University's $25 rriillion
Sesquicentennial Campaign. He
is a 1934 JMC graduate.

mural sports and tournaments)
It is about time that the and business aspects (i.e.,
Commons Office staff is given a arranging
travel
acDr. Joseph S. Fisher, a 1970
vote of appreciation - they've commodations for members of
graduate
of JMC, a second-year
been taken for granted for too the Jeff community; scheduling
resident
in
internal medicine at
long now. It is all too easy - rooms
for
organizational
~specially when under the meetings; arranging housing for Thomas Jefferson University
pressures · of medical/ nursing overnight guests in Jeff Hall; •Hospital, has received the House
school - to retreat"into one's own special group vacation tours) Staff Teaching Award of the
.honorary medical fraternity
world, living a simple and un- under the
· · f th C
complicated lif·e .wi··t h occas·1·onal
auspices 0
e om- Alpha Omega Alpha, Jefferson
mons Office.
sampling of the "fruits" of · Take vested interest in your Medical College chapter. The
presentation is made for outothers'
Suchhard
is thelabors.
· case of the Com- educa t•ion while a t Jefferson. standing ability in medical
·Moreover, pick some · of those
mons Office. Life at Jefferson enjoyable "fruits" of life. But education.
· He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
would most assuredly be drab don't be too busy to forget to
and difficult, were it not for the appreciate the "bearers'' of those Abraham Fisher. of Rhawnhurst.
Dr. Norman Lasker, director
activities (i.e., SFS Parties; fruits. :Participate in Commonsof the Theodore T. Tsaltas
movie nights; discount tickets to sponsored events. Go to a
cultural and sporting events; Commons Committee meeting Dialysis Center at Thomas
concerts at Jeff Hall representing and voice your
sugges- Jefferson University Hospital,
a wide spectrum - of talent; a tions/ opinions. And if sometime has been named a faculty
multitude of speakers; intra- you are hit by a flash · of in- member of the honorary medical
•
. spiration, stop by the Commons fraternity Alpha Omega Alpha by
Jefferson Medical College
~~~~k:~~? a mere and simple the
chapter.
. ••••• •
A physiologic psychologist at
wJefferson Medical College Dr.
Chester R. Wilpizeski, has been
awarded a $26,506 grant by the
practices are vital to the mainnutrition, but did not particularly National Institute of En- tenance of health and prevention
feel the need for more education vil-onmental Health Sciences to
- of medical disorders. In other
in this area.
examine the effects . of -heavy
words, it is v,itally important that
Food faddism and folk metals poisoning on hearing and
doctors and dentists have enough
medicine are becoming more and equil"b
·
1 r1um . .••••••
knowledge of the relationship bemore popu1ar t oday. Many peop1e
tween nutrition and health to
are
turning
away
from
Arthur Allen, Ph.D., associate
prevent medical and dental
physicians and dentists to obtain professor of biochemistry at
problems from occurring. As
the information about nutrition. I Jefferson Medical College, has
Ranking minority member of the
believe part of the problem is that been named to the 1973 Awards
Health Subcommittee of the
many doctors simply are not in Volume - ·,.,.·°C _ 9uts!anding
'Senate Labor and Public Welfare ,_ t~e position. oLJ;>eing able to , EC!~CAtots Of ruqer.\~. - · - H
Committee, I am-very ,conscious ,provide their patients with the
~he awards .program~ of
of the need for more emphasis on
kind of nutrition information national scope, is un~ertak~n
the maintenance of good health.
patients need and desire for the annually t.:> honor distinguished
Interestingly, a study by one maintenance of good health. We men .and women for ~xceptional
medical school indicated that in urgently need more scientific serv~ce . and achievement.
general,
the
physicians information about nutrition and Nom~nation.s .are made by highquestioned
were
more health. We need more and better ra~kmg .0 ~ficials at colleges and
not t.guversihes throughout the
knowledgeable of the theoretical nutrition research. We
aspects of nutrition than of the get it unless our medical and country.
Co_Iigratulations go to the
applied aspects. The study in- denta.l schools a.r~ able to provide
dicated that younger doctors do the kmd of trammg needed.
· following '"'.ho {hlssed the Senior
not know as much about nutrition~
. _--.Sin.cerely,
Life-Saving Course recently
as they should and that they want
~ given at .Jeff Hall: Walter
to know more. In contract, the
Graves; Mary Ann Roddy;
study indicated that many older
Elaine Pepper; Maureen Kelly;
Richards. Schweiker Patricia Jones; Mike Weinberg;
doctors did not know much about
United States Senator Mark Gottlieb. .

_''Letters ·to the Editor"
Nutrition Education Re-emphasized Sen. . Sch ez-·ker'

will

u

·"Nurses' Training"-Re-examined

/f

Jackson's Syndrome-

I doubt that a degree nurse
Editors:
I wish ·to commend the spirit would "stand and theorize about
of "Discrepancies in Nurses' the possibility · of arrythmia
T,raining," a long-awaited and versus heart block" in a code
much needed constructive blue. Let's not trade accusations,
criticism of the TJU Nursing because both sides would have
school. The situation · of the too much damaging artillery.
"Martin Inmates" needs correct- Instead, how about working 'to
ing, ·for even when compared ·to develop the right cooperation
. other area nursing schools ours is between the two branches · of
a bad scene. However, one of the nursing? I think we agree that we
letter's paragraphs requires a - need better communication
among all medical profesSionals
response.
Those statements, concerning on the hospital floor, · nurses in-the baccalaureate program, were cluded.
destructive and out of place in an
Curtis Cummings
i otherwise well-directed letter. It
; was poor editorialjournalism to
1
throw in such a prejudiced
', comment. This brings to light To ·Anonymous:
I realize that it was not the
another bad scene that's slowly
worsening at Jefferson-the cold main point of your letter to the
editor (Discrepancies in Nurses'
war between the degree and
Training 3/ 30/ 73) but I did noi
diploma nurses.
care
for the slur made upon
Among doctors, surgeons
degree nurses.
don't malevolantly turn up noses
at internists just because of
"For we have all come in
different theoretical approach
contact
with a degree
!
and training. Why so among
nurse. I was appalled at
-1"'3r1- . differently trained nurses?
the lack of practical ex~trt!f*"- Degree nurses should fit irtto the
perience they receive. I
scheme of things here with no
sometimes wonder what
more hassle than any new group
they would do with a
has in the past.
"code." Stand around and

Unilateral Cranial Chromosome No. 16.

theorize about the possibility of arrhythma versus
heart block instead of
actually starting cardiopulmonary massage.''
I am in the baccalaureate
nursing program at Jefferson
(which was initiated Sept. -1972)
and I would like to inform you
that I would certainly start immediate cardio-pulmonary
massage. Perhaps you are
unaware that the nurs'e 's function
is care, not diagnosis.
Why is it that the diploma
program waits until the end of
freshman year to discuss patient
communication? Isn't tJ:ie patient
of foremost importance? On our
first day of classes we discussed
patient communication and will
continue to do so. The second
matter discussed by our class
was the "team approach" and I
believe that you had better start
thinking about that.
Lorraine Mueller
ORLO\VITz APARTMENT TO
SUBLET - One bedroom apt.
$147/ mo./ includes all utilities.
Available June 22, 1973 until Sept.
1, 1973. Call: Mr. Fernando
Massimino - days, 829-7854, 8297856 or 829-7820; nights, 609-5473078.
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A Case For "Death Therapy"
"Few of us live beyond our three score and ten years and· yet in that
brief time, most of us create and live a unique biography and weave
ourselves into the fabric of human history." (1)

As soon as I walked in, I could tell that Don was close to death as the
immediate family, ck<;e friends, and a priest were in the room. All
medications had been stopped. Don was comatose, though at times
he vaguely responded to spoken and physical gestures. The impact
*"'*
April 3
of the situation did not hit me, however, until later, when the
I went back over to Pennsylvania Hospital this afternoon to visit
family and friends had gone and I was left with the priest and the
Don S - -. It had been almost a month since I had last seen him, and
nurse. Only then did I venture to Don's bedside. Only then did I feel
I had promised him that I would stop by soon. Excuses appeared fast
sharp pangs of remorse for my feelings of
and furious during the succeeding four weeks, but the combination of
As soon as I walked in, I could tell that Don was close to death, as
an exasperating neurology seminar and a beautiful Philadelphia day the immediate family, close friends , and a priest were in the r~om. All
overshadowed any excuses today. My body led me the two blocks, but medications had been stopped. Don was comatose, though at times he
my mind lagged. What do I say - how do I act - with a 25-year-old vaguely responded to spoken and physical gestures. The impact of the
terminal cancer patient?
situation did not hit me, however, until later, when the family and
***
.friends had gone and I was left with the priest and the nurse. Only then
" Watching a peaceful death of a human being reminds us of a did I venture to Don's bedside. Only then did I feel sharp pangs of
falling staf: one of the million lights in a vast sky that flares up for a remorse for my feelings of inadequacy in previously talking with Don.
brief moment only to disappear into the endless night forever."
Only then I feel so insignifcant, so small on this earth, in t~e grip of a_n
Late in February, I had been assigned a two-week rotation to the · intangible unyielding power. Only then did I notice the picture of his
seventh-floor, Schiedt Building, drawing early morning venous blood beautiful fiance next to his bed. Only then, from some unknown depth
samples. Don was one of those patients who required bloodwork drawn within me, was I able to gather spiritual strength to take his hand, lean
every day. But it was not until Saturday morning, the end of the first over and whisper a message in his ear . Whether he heard me, whether
week, that I found out from a nurse why Don was in the hospital: "Mr. the ensuing sounds he made were replies . . .I'll never know.
S--? He's got metastatic cancer to the colon. Yes, he knows about
I spent the latter part of the afternoon talking with his parents and
it. They' re not sure how long he has - the surgeons didn 't even think the priest. I observed that they seemed to accept Don's dying very well
he'd make it off the table after the second operation. He's so young .. ; outwardly - my unprofessional opinion - but the time succeeding his
death could prove to be another story. Upon leaving, they told me how
.it's . .. just a shame, a real shame. "
While I was definitely affected by that news, I was nevertheless so much they appreciated my coming over. And I reply - the full truth
sure that, come Monday, I would act and feel no different toward Don. of which probably did not become apparent until much later.- that :
But that Monday came, and the joking, happy-go-lucky, efficient · " Don's dying made my life, in so very many ways, more meanmgfvJ."
technician of a week ago had become a serious, dutiful, almost coldly***
efficient technician. My mind had become a battleground of conflicts:
" Those who have the strength and the love to- sit with a dying
on one hand, condemning my change of attitudes and actions, while, . patient in the silence that goes beyond words will know that this
angry on the other hand that one and two-third years of medical school moment is neither frightening nor painful, but a peaceful cessation of
education had done nothing to help prepare me for facing Don's dying. the functioning of the body." (I.)
And what of Don? Throughout the two weeks, he was fully conThe following day, the priest called me with the news that Don had
scious, aware of what was going on, easy-going, talkative, and, all-in- passed away during the night. I still easily remember my inall, somewhat less apprehensive than me, it seemed. It was only stantaneous reply: "I'm glad." "Yes, I am, too," added the priest.
because of this apparent relaxed air about him that, by Wednesday, I And in those two words, we both knew of the painful but aspiring truth
began to open up, talk freely with him, to be able to joke (He once told. my heart had spoken.
me that he loved hoagies, so I promised him him that if he could wait
Mark Dembert
long enough, I'd patent an IV Hoagie- though I couldn't guarantee the
(Editor's Note: I would hope that my recounting this experience to you
hot peppers. Boy, did we both laugh over that one!)
Saturday came. I told Don that I regretted that I hadn't had much will move many of you to investigate and read up on the importance of
time to talk to him, but that I would stop by soon and spend some time l)eath/ Dying Therapy. As physicians - moreover, as human beings shooting the proverbial bull. The last words I ever heard Don speak . we are constantly grappling with life - or death, depending upon your
were: "Hey, that would be great."
view. We know who our adversary is - but we don't, for the most part,
"**
understand who our adversary is. It is with this in mind that I urge you
"Then Almitar spoke, saying, we would ask now of Death.
to consider, even to think about, a course with actual patient contact in
And he said
death/ dying therapy. We have none at Jefferson - as is the same with
You would know the secret of death.
most medical schools. We need one at Jefferson - for the benefit of
But how shall you find it unless you seek it in the heart of life?
both the patient and you, the physician or nurse, the human being.
The owl whose night-bound eyes are blind unto the day cannot unveil
M.L.D.
- he mystery· of light.
Suggested Reading
U you would indeed behold the spirit of death, open your heart wide (1) "On Death and Dying," Elisabeth Kubler-Ross: The Macmillan
unto the body of life.
Company 1969 (A paperback, it is the classic book on the subject).
For life and death are one, even as the river and the sea are one."
(2) "The New Death Therapy," in Philadelphia Magazine, April, 1973.
The Prophet (Find out about the Death/ Dying Therapy Movement in
Kahil Gibran Philadelphia.)

m

--------------------

7i1 t/11· lo"dilor: Extending once more the theme for the medical profcss}on's increasingly humanistic broad-mind<'dness, Poe' has clal>0ra ted the concept of marantology "for more understanding treatnwnt of med ical orphans, the old. the hopelessly ill , and lh<· dying."
I k al so refers to the suggestion of Kranr " that termin a l care be considered a sr~cialt y and given a place in the medical-school curriculum I should like to S<'C , instead of suc h restric ted parochialism (why
not han· a course on trauma of adolescence:'). time set aside in the
nicdical-school curriculum for a course of studv en1i1lcd " The Philosophy of Medicine .. , This not onl y would c ~tai l the psyr hologic
and soc iologic aspects of the behavioral sciences :hat :nan y ~chool s
already teach , b111 assist the student in defining the role oft he physician a~ compassionate int cractionist in a changing world th at he
unavoidably he lps to shape, Topics such as e uthanasia, dign ity of
the d ying patient. abortion counseling (in the light of the rece-nt ~u
prcme Court decision), qu ~ lit y and delivery of health care, and the
role of acupuncture and other non -Western technics in American
med ic ine, lo name just a few , should be diligently pu rsued to give already overbu rdened medical students a sound philosophical framework with wh ic h to approac h situations that physicians encounter at
one time or another and for which ready-made textbook answers
canno t be supplied . A complete p~ysician must also be somewha t of
a philosopher to properly execute hi s responsibilitirs.
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To the Editors :
I am most pl_e ased that you
selected
my
paper
for
republication in ARIEL. In
general the message I have been
trying to communicate has been
responded to more by students
than by faculty who by and large
find it difficult to face up to issues
once they have become entrenched in other ways of functioning. It is diddicult to enj9y the
status of a successful physician
and yet have questions raised
about one's qualifications in what
are in effect elemental areas. But
then this has been characteristic
of medicine throughout its long
history. As I go around the
country speaking on these issues
the response I · often get from
faculty members is, "Well that's
all very good and we agree, but
who is going to do this kind · of
teaching?" My answer has been
that if the faculty and those most
responsible for the educational
program are genuinely con- .
vjnced that these matters are
important, they will extend effort
to recruit such faculty and if they
are unable ·to find such people
they will send someone from
their own faculty to get the
necessary training. I make the
analogy ·to Medical Genetics,
which in the last decade or so has
come to be recognized as an
important discipline for a
modern medical school. I know of
no medical school which has not
been made a vigorous effort ·to
develop such a program. The
effect then is to make Medical
Genetics a sought after discipline
foJ; young physicians ·to enter.
ExaCtly the same will be ~
when 1he importance of tl:le psychosocial approach for the every
day functioning of the physician
is equally well appreciated.
Then, too, that field will enjoy
more recognition and prestige
and attract more support and
candidates for training.
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You-' re probab ly on a tight budget now, but you don 't
have to wa it until you "make it" before building a life
insurance estate.
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full-ti me , or are an intern or re sid ent phys icia n, you
may qualify fo r Equitable's Young Professi onals Program, throu gh which life insurance pre mi ums may be
fin an ced . Depending on your c urrent ed ucat ion or
training curricul um , you can fi nan ce up to five an nual
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Call Th e Man fro m Equitab le for detai ls, today.

Dr.Engel
Replies

A1<Tm :1<

Philadelphia, Pa.

I endose .cor your interest a
copy of my recent consideration
of these issues which I presented
before the Philadelphia County
Medical Society last December.
If you wish to use any part of this
in your paper you have my
permission. (Enduring Attributes of Medicine Relevant for
the Education of the Physician,
Annals of Internal Medicine, 78:
5870593, 1973)
In respect to your own personal interests I will be very
pleased to have you keep in touch
with us and perhaps consider the
possibility of spending some
elective time in our program as
students or perhaps become
involved as fellows later on in
your training.

SrTEL M :\1'

Jefferson M ed ica l C ollege

L Poe WD: Marantol ogy : further thoughts. N Engl J Med 288 : 165. 1973
2, Krant M: In the conte,11 of dying. Psychosocial Aspects of Term inal C are ,
New Yo rk . Columbia lJnive~ ty Press, 1972, p 205

Reprinted from New England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 288, No. 10,
8/ 73 (P. 527)
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George L. Engel
Professor of Psychiatry
Professor of Medicine
University of Rochester School
of Medicine

EUROPE! TransAtlantic Flights
($200 round trip - leave from most
major cities ), Rail Passes, Car
Rental Plans, and. Camping
Tours. For your free travel
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EV 6-9788.
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SpeakOut ArticleOf The Month
A.M. COHEN
Diabetic Unit ·and Laboratory for
Endocrine Research, Hadassah
University Hospital, Jerusalem,
Israel
Many years ago it became
generally accepted that diabetes
is a disease with an inherited predisposi tiori. (1-3J. However,
factors other than insulin
deficiency play a role in the
pathogenesis of the disease. The
exact mechanism of the development of diabetes mellitus is still
unclear. The role of a series of
internal
and
external
"precipitating factors," which
uncover the genetic tendency, is
still a matter of controversy.
Endocrine changes, pregnancy,
obesity, occupation, climate and
nutrition have been listed among
these precipitating factors.
The extreme change that has
occurred in the external environmert life mode and food habits of
several Jewish ethnic groups as a
rest.It of their immigrating to
Israel, provided an opportunity
for studying the effect of these
changes on the prevalence of
diabetes in Israel.
In a field survey, close to
16,000 people were examined. It
was found that the prevalence of
diabetes was -1% for Sephardi
Jews and 2.5% for Ashkenazi
Jews, with an average of l.8%for
the · total population ( 4).
However, the difference between
the Ashkenazi and the Sephardi
groups was not statistically
significant. The incidence of
diabetes among Jews in Israel is
no greater than among other
nations in different parts of the
world ( 5-10).
On examining about 5,000
Yemenite new immigrants to
Israe , we found only three cases
of diabetes, i.e. the prevalence
was almost-zero ( 4). However, on
e~amining Yemenites who had
settled in this country for more
than 25 years, the 'incidence of
diabetes was about the same as

Sucrose lntox'i cation and Diabetes

sisting mainly in the type of
carbohydrate, namely sucrose,
has resulted in an increased
• I ·Sc1ences,
•
Vo·1. 8 , No .3; 358-363
•
· ( 197· 2 ) incidence
of diabetes-like
I srae I ourna I o f M
. e d 1ca
changes. To our minds, this is a
laboratory duplication of· what
.
. has been observed _among
that among the Ashkenazi Jews
Reducing the protein content in NADPH-generatmg enzymes. It Yemenite new immigrants and
- .
of western origin. Tlie same
the respective diets accentuated may also be seen that these ·
observation was repeated among
these changes ( 15). However, the differences in enzymatic activity old settlers, .where, with ~e
the ·Kurdish new immigrant
nitrogen balance in the sucrose- were sustained after 48 hrs. of chan~e ?f env1ronm~nt and diet,
Jews, in whom no diabetes was
fed rats was no different from fasting. The enzyme activities in the mc1dence of diabetes has
found, in contrast to the Kurdish
that of the starch-fed animals the sucrose-adapted 48-hr-fasted · risen.
old settlers, in whom the 'inanimals exceeded those in
(16).
-REFERENCES '
cidence of diabetes was higher
The liver fat content of the animals fed the laboratory chow
1. NAUNYN
B.
"Der
than among the Ashkenazi Jews.
sucrose-fed animals was twice as ad lib. These results may be Diabetes Mellitus." Wein, Allred
A dietary survey carried out
high as that in the starch-fed rats interpreted as indicating that Holder, 1906, p. 37.
with Bavly and Poznanski ( 11)
(14) and the rate of synthesis of sucrose-derived hexose con2. BAUR E., FISHER E and
among the Yemenites revealed
liver cholesterol and trigly- stitutes a greater load on the liver LENZ F. "Human heredity."
that: 1) most of the fat consumed
cerides from labeled acetate was than the starch-derived hexose New York, The MacMillan Co.
in Yemen was from animal
greater on the sucrose diet than thus necessitating a higher extent 1931.
of adaptation · of glyclytic and
sources; 2) almost no sucrose
on the starch diet (17).
3. PINCUS G and WHITE P.
was consumed in Yemen,
It has been suggested that the lipogenic enzymes.
On the inheritance of diabetes
whereas in Israel a considerable
Together with Rosenmann mellitus. Am J Med Sci 1: 186,
effect of sucrose on the blood
percentage of the carbohydrate
lipids is caused by fructose (18). (20), we studied the pathology of 1933.
intake was in the form of
We have shown that animals fed the rat kidneys. After periods of 8
4. COHEN AM. Prevalence
sucrose; 3) a large percentage of
glucose also have a greater rate · to 12 months of · feeding the of diabetes among the different
the fat consumed in Israel was in
of incorporation of labeled sucrose diet, changes identical to ethnic Jewish groups in Israel.
the form of unsaturated fat.
acetate into the liver and serum those of diffuse glomeru- Metabolism 10: 50, 1961.
On the basis of these data we
cholesterol and triglycerides losclerosis were seen. The retinas
-·· 5. ALBERTSON V. Diabetes
suggested an association between
than the starch-fed rats (17). The of these rats were studied in Iceland, Diabetes 2: 134, 1953.
the increased sucrose consumpserum insulin-like activity of the together with Yanko and
6. SCHLIACK
V.
tion and the increased incidence
sucrose-fed animals was lower Michaelson · ( 21). The trypsin- Diabetesprobleme. Untersuchunof diabetes (12). Similar obthan that of the starch-fed rats digested retina showed cell' loss, gen uber die Haufigkeit, -den
capillary irregularities, strand Alters aufbau, das Mani$ervations were made in and
( 14).
around Durban, where the inIn collaboration with Shoshan formation and microaneurysms. festationsalter und Manifescreased incidence of diabetes in
we have found that in the sucrose- One of the age-matched, starch- tationsbedingungen des Diabetes
Asians and Africans was related
fed . rats there is an increased fed controls showed these Mellitus. Disch Med Wchnshr
to increased sucrose conamount of soluble collagen in the pathological changes.
79: 855, 1954.
sumption (13).
aorta and tha the ratio in7. WRIGHT HB and TAYExperimental studies · were
soluble/ soluble collagen is
We have thus shown that in LOR B. The incidence of diabetes
undertaken to investigate the
reduced (19).
animals with the same genetic in a sample of the adult
effect of sucrose on various
· To gain a better insight into pattern, sucrose feeding has population in south Trinidad.
- parameters of carbohydrate and
the metabolic changes affecting resulted in impaired carbo- West Indian Med J 7:123, 1948.
fat metabolism. In collaboration
the carbohydrate and lipid hydrate tolerance and alterations·
8. LAWRENCE RD. For-eign
with Teitelbaum ( 14), two groups
metabolism, the enzymatic in lipid and collagen metabolism. Letters. JAMA 152: 624, 1953.
of albino rats were put on ad lib.
patterns in animals kept on a
Furthermore, the impaired
9. KENNY AJ and CHUTE
synthetic diets in which the
sucrose diet ·for periods of eight metabolism caused by changes in . AL. Diabetes in two Ontario
carbohydrate component (72%)
months, were studied in the nature of the dietary carbo- communities. Diabetes 2:187,
consisted either of sucrose or
.::ollaboration with Shafrir and hydrate was associated with 1953.
corn starch. After the animals
Briller (in preparation). It was microangiopathy in the kidney
10. TULLOCH JA and JOHNhad been kept on these diets ·for
found that sucrose feeding
and retinal changes character- · SON HM. ·Pilot ·surve~yv-iollff--+ttt1n1e..-----'""\'"~
two months, the oral glucose load
resulted in increases in the ac- istic of diabetes mellitus.
incidence of diabetes in Jamaica. '.t,·.;·l
showed impaired glucose toler- · tivity of liver enzymes associated
West Indian Med J 7: 134, 1948.
These experiments demonance in the sucrose group (14).
with glycolY,sis and lipogenesis
11. COHEN AM, BAVLY S
Similarly, the growth curve of the
which were considerably higher strate the interaction between the and POZNANSKI R. Change of
sucrose-fed rats was found to be
than in the starch-fed ·control genetic factor and the environ- diet of Yemenite Jews in relation ....
rats. The biggest differences mental factor in producing to diabetes and ischemic heart
impaired when compared to that
of the starch-fed rats ( 15).
were seen in the activity of diabetes. In the same ethnic disease. Lancet ii:t399; 1961.
group with the same genetic
12. COHEN AM. Fats and
pattern, a change in diet, con- carbohydrates as factors.
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Course Evaluation-·A New Academic ·Adjunct
by Larry Cook
David Mayer
During the Winter quarter of
last year the students of the class
of 1975 undertook the evaluation
of the required Core Curriculae
and Professors at Jefferson.
They have continued this project
through each successive quarter
to the present one. Beginning this
fall, the students of the Class of
1976 have also begun evaluating
the requi~ed courses at Jefferson.
The Class of 1975 has evaluated
Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology
{spring and fall), Psychiatry
{spring and fall), Pharmacology
and Microbiology and the rest of
the courses offer ed. The class of
1976 Cell Biology and is currently
evaluating Structure and Function.
Support for · the Course.
Evaluation project has been
generously given by the Student
Council of JMC and tlie members
of the ; Classes .invoived. Funds
have been allocated by Student
Council to support the costs of
computer
analysis
and
distribution.
The
current
evaluation of Structure and
Function being carried out by the
class of 1976 is also being supported by the department of
Anatomy and Physiology.
Copies of the
course
evaluation reports in their en- ·
tirety were distributed ·to each
professor who was evaluated, to
the Chairman of the department,
to
the
Curriculum
and
Promotions committees and the

Deans of the Medical College. A
copy is also on reserve in the
Scott Library.
At present, results are
available for two departments
that have offered courses in two
different
quarters.
Both
Psychiatry and Pathology offered courses in the Spring and a
review of the data collected both
terms has led to consistent
reports for each course.
Pathology showed many strong
points. The attendance of
students was consistently high
with an excess of 80% of the class
reporting that they attended
more frequently than 90% of the
time. With respect to defining
goals of its courses the Pathology
Department received strong
positive responses on both · occasions. In contrast to these and
other consistently positive
responses, the Department of
Psychiatry
and
Human
Behavior's courses received
consistently negative responses
from the class of 1975. Close to~a
majority of the class did not
attend lectures 50% of the time
during either quarters. An even
stronger percentages of the class
felt that the goals ·of courses were
not adequately .defined during .
_ either quarter. Within the scope
of
these
evaluations
of
Psychiatry and Human Behavior
were several other pertinent
parameters which continued the
negative trends.
The Committees for Course
Evaluation of the classes of 1976

and 1975 include Eugene Wolfel,
Michael Fiacco, Larry Cook and
David Mayer. ·It should be noted
that many persons in both classes
deserve much credit ·for their
time, effort and cooperation. Th~
committees
for
Course
Evaluation operate under the
auspices of the
Student
Curriculum Committee of
Student Council. Any inquiries,
requests for information or
criticism should be routed
through the Student Curriculum
Committee.
We would like to thank John
Veloski of the Management.
Services of Jefferson's Computing . center for his indespensible help.

Jeff Student Nurses197 3 B-ball Champs
by Janet Welsh
The Thomas Jefferson Student
Nlirses Basketball team finished
their 1972-73 season in first place
for the second consecutive year.
In the .championship game,
played on March 19, 1973, T. J. U.
beat Lankemiu by 11 points with a
final score of 21-10.
Our cheerleaders,· from the
freshman Class, participated
with four other squads in a cheerleading competition and also
finished firstto receive a trophy
from _the American Legion who

sponsors the basketball teams as
well as the cheerleaders. This
was the first compe.tition ·for the
four members of the T. J. U.
squad including: Maryanne
Bartoszek, Cindy George, Barb
Hamilton, and Debbie Smith.
They also did a great ·job
cheering the basketball team on
to. victory during this season's
games.
At this tinie the team wishes
the
graduating
seniors
congratulations and best wishes
in their nursing careers.
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In 1798 a Viennese doctor
named Franz Gall wrote a paper
describing how his observation of
the prominent eyebrows of a
fellow doctor with exceptional
linguistic ability had led him to
suppose the faculty of language
was situated in the front of the
brain; and how further research
had convinced him that
numerous simlar cerebral organs
could be located, each concerned
with a different human skill.
Within 10 years the science that
was to become Phrenology had
won acceptance in the major
capitals of Europe and within 30
years
had
become
the
philosophical basis of a reform
movement in America as great
as any other in its history.
For example, the faculty of
destructiveness he thought must
be strongly present in a medical
student he knew who was so fond
of torturing animals that he
eventually became a surgeon;
this man had a prominence abQve
both ears, so this was where
destructiveness
must
be
generated.

PRESCRl-PTIONS
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PAUL
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Custom
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that's no lump - that's my brain
from our Lon~on pen-pal too mUCH
University College Hospital Medical School <UCHMS)
,,er
University of London.
,,.,t-~«~'·'
1

Small in Scots
Similarly, Individuality, the
capacity for recognizing objects
and drawing ideas from them
must operate from above the
frontal sinus, for this region was
found large in Michelangelo, and
small in Scots. Tenuous stuff! But
it was later found that this region
of destructiveness was large in
many criminals convicted of
violence; large too in animals
like the fox and cat who employed
secrecy in trapping their prey,
and vast" in the lion, wolf, hawk
and eagle. Maybe we would not
be too impressed by this either,
but it is sad that most of the
research done on relating
character to skull shape was done
by phrenologists, and since the
demise of their science has been
ignored.
It is a strange story how this
esoteric branch of anatomy
developed into a crusade whose
achievements included reforms
in prisons, schools and mental
hospitals; the introduction of
bloomers, physical anthropology
a~d the practice of opening
wmdows at night and the
promotion of octagonal houses 'to
allow even the poor a taste of
gracious life.' Strange too, is the
decline in stature of its main
protagonists, originally a large
portion of the great minds of the
West, but within 50 years men
like the fairground itinerant
'Prince Luximon Ray M.D. who
for 10 cents would lecture on the
Science of Phrenology and for 5
cents extra dispense The Grand
Hindoo POETical Chart.'
Five Principles
The science was based on 5
principles and only with the 5th
.would . a modern neurologist
quarrel.
1) The brain is the organ of
the mind.
2) The mental powers of man
can be analysed into a definite
number of independent faculties.
, 3) These are innate, each
situated in a definite region of the
brain.

Thirty-seven faculties: the phrenological "organs..
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claim that all mental phenomena
were associated with specific
events in the CNS. and to show in
what way structure was related
to action. For this reason its
effects were twofold; firstly as
stimulus to the study of cerebral
anatomy which proceeding
quietly through the coming years
was finally
to
discredit
phrenology in the eyes of
scientists ; secondly, as a vehicle
of certain ideas, which, catching
the popular imagination, were to
bring it to its apogee and finally
its nadir in the eyes of the people.
In England the science was seen
to be another of those forces, like
astronomy, geology, and biology,
which were conspiring at that
time to strip man of his dignity.
Quickly, th e Phenological
association of England split into 2
halves, the rationalists and the
theists who waged bitter warfare
on what they thought was the
crucial aspect of the subject.
In the States, the split was
different,
being
between
theoretical
and
practical
phrenologists. The theoreticians,
the learned doctors of Boston and
, New York, had received Gall's
theories from the mouth .of his
leading pupil Spurzheim, and
welcomed his new technique of
brain - dissections and his
demonstrations of cerebral
structure. For the Practical
workers, Gall's importar.ce lay in
his liberation of man from the
burden of original sin; if all
faculties, bad and good, were
present in all men, then it was no
longer sensible to speak of them
as bad and good; it was only their
misuse that made them so.
Moreover, it was thought (not by
Gall) that overuse of a faculty
would cause hypertrophy of its
organ. Here-the, was a method of
educating people in _ whom a
faculty was ecessive or deficient
towards a more desirable
character.

4) The size of a region shows
how great a part the faculty plays
in a ma~'s cha_racter.
~) ,It is poss1b~e to d~duce the
bram s shape by mspect10n of the
skull.
Where Gall ran against
modern theories was in his idea
of the basic faculties involved.
For him these building blocks
were such complex abilities as
Veneration
and
Con- ·
structiveness, which now would
be thought themselves the result
of the interplay of many other
elements, if indeed these
elements exist ' at all. The
evidence from which Gall's
faculties were induced was he
hin1self admitted small; but he
claimed that later research had
?lore than substantiated their
existence.
When we consider this
problem, we tend to assume the
identity of mind and brain and
hence quibble about smaller
points. Why Phrenology excited
such interest in the early
nineteenth century was that it
was the first systematic theory to
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It was the Fowler brothers
who were to become the ·great
impresarios of this movement;
optimistic, energetic in the
promotion of self-improvement,
contemptuous of old superstitutions but susceptible to . new
ones, they typified a cast of mind
prevalent in contemporary
America. Burning with a · new
enthusiasm they established
journals and colleges and sent
their trainees the length of the
country
reading
mens'
characters from their skulls and
dispensing charts demonstrating
how moral perfection might be
attained.

The repercussions were wide.
Prison governors realized that
criminals were not irredeemably
hardened and humanized their
prisons, · introducing as well
strangely modern methods of
incentive training.
School
teachers stopped whipping their
children and by attempting to
interest specifically
each
desirable faculty in turn,
educated the whole child.
Those concerned with health
realized that mental health was a
physical matter and propagated
'Natural laws of health, ' conjured
up from who kriows where, but
designed to nurture the cerebral
organs: Fresh air, brown rice,
bloomers instead of corsets and
stays, and octagonal houses
which enclosed the most air for
the least cost, were among the
things they encouraged.
Cranks
Best of all were the changes in
mental hospitals; although Pinel
and Tuke had already done
something in Europe to mitigate
the horrors of the 18th century
asylum, it was only now that a
consistent and plausible· theory
appeared to free the insane from
the stigma of evil possession. In
all, Phrenology's greatest contribution sprung from a
mov€ment most loosely derived
from its origin. Although these
effects were naturally by no
means universal, they were
sufficiently Widespread for the
science to deserve our gratitude
at least for them.
Inevitably with time the
movement declined. Overpopularity drew to it cranks and
quacks, and as mesmerism,
spiritualism and fortune telling
infiltrated themselves, to most
eyes it became absurd. It was
.found that the skull was not a
reliable guide to brain structure,
Breen showed in 1861 that there
was an area of brain concerned
with language, but not where Gall
had postulated. What was sensible in the theory became part of
accepted opinion. Phrenology
was left with the residue. It is
now only a curiosity.
TOM CARNWATH

References: Phrenology, Fad
and Science.
John D. Davies.
Encyclopedia Britannica ( 1911).
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thanks to a more liberal
Med School :Some Thought · and'
a program known . ·as
COTRANS (Coordinated Transfer ), about 10 or 15 students a
on Studyinq Abroad
year are being integrated into

pou~y

by Richard L. Goldwin, M.D.
Fitzgerald-Mercy
Hospital
Many · students in American
medical schools are not aware o(
how many of their former classrr\ates are studying medicine
abroad. Presently, there must be
about 3000 American citizens
training at schools outside of the
U.S.A. I can speak with certainty
about Bologna and the other
Italian schools, but I am sure that
students from other countries
would tell similar stories.
There are currently between
500 and 550 Americans studying
medicine at Bologna, with an
additional 250 in Rome and about
100 in Padua. The first question
most people ask is why? For the
most part, the answer is a lack of
space in the American schools.
When I applied to school in 1966,
there were about 28,000 students
competing for about 8,000 places.
I would estimate that no more
than 600 of us who were not
fortunate enough to find a place
here chose other countries as a
means of obtaining our goal of a
medical education. Some others
go abroad because in the eyes of
the admissions committees here
in the U.S., they are too old
(which is usually over 26 years) .
Admission procedures vary
from country to country. I applied through the Italian consulate in New York City. I believe
that in most cases applications
are processed by the consulates
of the various countries which
accept Americans, though some
(Ireland, for example ) require
special examinations or interviews.
In the case of Italy, or for that
matter most European schools,
the main problem which the new
student faces is that of getting
along in a new, and often strange,
tongue. At Bologna, both the
.,., _,~ ~ ---~--"'-'
r ...,.·.y ersity and the student
organization - offer language
classes for the first year
students, and a proficiency exam
in the Italian language is
required before you may take
any classwork exams. There is
really not a great problem with
the medical terminology, but
even in the later years, an Engish-Italian dictionary is a constant companion when reading
texts in either language.
Aside from the language, I
feel that the examination format
is the biggest hurdle that once
faces in Italy. All examinat_ion
are oral, and of course, in Italian.
Generally, a student's grade in a
particular subject is determined
solely by the final exam, which
takes place after that course is
finished. In effect, each student's
exam is a mini-lecture, delivered
by the student to the members of
th e examining commission.
Many years of experience enable
these men to determine from this
brief encounter how well the
individual has grasped the
material at hand. Generally
American iexts or Italian translations of these texts are used in
supplement to Italian authored
books when preparing for tests,
but frequently an examination
may turn on the ability to use a.
professor ' s own favored terminology or descriptions, and
therefore complete familiarity
with lectures is a must.
There are certainly advantages and disadvantages to
studying abroad. Obviously, the
·biggest advantage is the degree,
which enables the student to
enter the field of medicine here at
home. The education, I feel , is of
the highest level, and more so in
Italy it is true that you get out of
it what you put into it. There is
also the advantage of a cultural
education that few can match.
Just the opportunity to live for six
years in a foreign country, and
become absorbed in that country's way of life is an education
all its own.

On the other hand, some
problems may arise from the
difficulty in communication with
the patient, as well as orienting
oneself in a very different
hospital situation. There are no
attending physicians in the large
public hospitals which make up
the University teaching services,
and each patient is admitted by a
member of the hospital staff and
cared for by this same doctor or
others who work in the same
clinic. The situation in private
hospitals is somewhat similar to _
that here in the U.S., but unfortunately these are not included
in the teaching programs. One
other problem which looms big
for Americans who study abroad
is the E.C.F .M.G. exam, a sort of
entrance permit to an accredited
hospital and training program,
which is currently being
protested in the courts by the
students in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Some students are now transferring back to American schools
after four years training in the
Italian schools. When I first went
to Bologna, only one or two
students would transfer back
after taking the part I of the
National Boards. In recent vears.

INC··

American medical school third
year classes. We hope that
eventually all students who start •
out stu_dying abroad will be able
to return to the U.S. to complete
their clinical training.
STUDENT NURSES DUMPED
The Jeff Student Nurse's
basketball team, one of the finest
girl's basketball teams in Phila- ·
delphia, faced its ·"greatest"
challenge of the season here at
the Commons on April 4. It was
the second annual Basketball
Classic between the girls and the
Nu .Sigma Nu "B" team "All
Stars.'' Disappointed by a close
loss in last year's game, the girls
were determined ·to show they
had the better team. The girls
looked poised at the start of the
game, setting up wen · on both
offesne and defense to jump to a
1~ lead. However, the "All
Stars'' were not about ·to be
outdone and quickly got the lead
back and went on ·to bury the
girls, proving that last year's win
was not a fluke. The two teams
later met again, this time at a .
post-game party at Nu Sig - both
sides agreeing that the night was
a lot of fun.
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SALE OR RENTAL
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO
MED STUDENTS

WA 3-1267

1107

W~ALNUT

with
fi\e
Air-Chair only

•

$4*

Air-Ottoman only

$1*

when you open a checking
when you open a checking
This ad answers two true-to.. or savings account for $25 or
or savings account for $25 or
buy a $avings Certificate
buy a Savings Certificate . life questions: ''How do you personat Fidelity Bank.
at Fidelity Bank.
alize the standard universal freshman

room?" and, nWhere's a nice, comfortable bank?"
To get your choice of air-chair
or ottoman in "wet look" black or
white, just open a checking or savings account with $25 or more or buy
a Savings Certificate at Fidelity
Bank. Or, take advantage of our
combination offer. Open both
a savings and checking
account, walk away
with both for only $5.
Bring your
student I.D. card and
take a deep breath.

* in<'l. Pa. sales t ax

..

THE FIDELITY BANK
JEFFERSON OFFICE
1101 Walnut Street
Member Federal Deposit lnsuranc.e Corporation
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providing warnings that save
many lives.
(Continued from page 1) . 6. DAB-1 . is an . enzyme
He explained that there is a discovered m the blood of
common misconception that the astronauts returning from space.
space
program
merely Accumulating evidence indicates by Gary Kaskey
represents a "political race with that it plays an important role in
It seems appropriate that my
Russia." The American public is trigger~ng . off the defense last pop article of the year should
not aware of the many social mechanisms of the body.
begin at the end of the beginning services that come out of the
7. Some of the synthetic - or something. The Beatles, man,
program. For instance:
materials created by the space yea. Well, I first got into the
1. 7% of all radio and industry are now used in the Beatles this year, being an avid
television communication is production of brassieres. They Stones fan and considering the
reJayed by space satellites
supply support ·for women who fabulous foursome considerably
2. Satellites can 'do a "multi- want a shape "that is out of this overrated. I was wrong. The
Beatles started everything, from
spectral analysis" on light world."
reflected and radiated off the
Col. Glenn went on to mention the Grateful Dead, to the Stones
surface · of theglobe. This light that there are many people who to Dylan. Their influence verily
when analyzed can tell com- write into NASA expressing their permeated , the culture. Their
mercial fisherman where large dissatisfaction with the space_ essential goodness was the
sch~ls of fish are swimming. pro~ram. One I - wonder - how - cornerstone on which everything
Also it has been reported that it typical - letter went as follows: else was built. And then they
has detected a corn blight in the
"None of us have any business crumbled.
midwest before any other in- going up in space. We should all
What happened? Some say it
strument · of detection could stay home and watch TV like the was Yoko, some say it wa s Allen
Good Lord intended."
identify it.
Klein, I say it was inevitable. If
3. Not commonly known are
In closing, Col. Glenn you put four humans in a
experiments demonstrating that reco~nized that "science has run pressure cooker image inwhen moon rock is mixed with unbriddled" for many years, but tensifier environment; little
earth soil, plant growth increases this is no reason for us to turn our sparks of friction will explode.
by 4to 10 times what it ordinarily back on it. We are fortunate to be The only real mystery is why
living in an exciting time where they lasted so long together.
would be.
4. It may be that satellites each and every one of us has the
McCartney released Mccould eventually harness solar opportunity l o do our own "in- Cartney and announced the
energy as a power source for dividual thing. " New ideas do not Beatles were through. (It was a
earth bound industry.
come fr9m groups and com- · blatant power play fashioned to
5. Satellite'; forecast the
mittees, ~u~ .rather are the ruin the sale of Let It Be and give
the impression that he was the
sole cause of the group's demise.)
McCartney was, at best , a
mediocre album . and only
deserves musical mention as .
being Paul's best release from
that time to now. Rain, Wings,
and Roseway Boogie (or . is it
FRAMES LENSES
Speedway Rose or Boogway
• r..·\a... "'..,
c...n.
Speed) are so awful that they
don 't even make good flying
~-· ....,........,
saucers. From being one of the
--~~
Wts Tak, Master'~"·
Char9e! ~
two leaders of the musical world,
Paul now has the musical belt of
a soggy French fry. One can only
sigh and wonder.
Ringo and George have been
~~~GREY; SUN LENSES. TINTED LENSES, BIFOCALS, TRIFOCALS
the two most consistent Beatles.
~SYllN·s
.......,.
EASTERN OPTICAL INC.
·Ringo with his fantastic singles,
:,,_~~--'~~-NICI
,.,....,.,._.
"It Don't Come Easy" " 1972 "
llOUCY .
",.... .......
IJµt1.(.(.a11.i..and "Backoff Boogaioo." AdS.E. COit. 10dt &. OffSTNUT
•52lMANKFOIDAYI.
mittedly they were produced by
Doily 9 to 5:30; Mon.&
Mon., Wed., Fri. 9to9
Peter Drake (the man who can
Wed. 9to9; Sat.9+o 5clOMA7·1660
Tues., Thun. t+o 6: Set. 9 to 6
•l-9595 .
make his guitar talk), and some
of the finest musicians in Nashville, but they were good. And
George -:- well, the All Things

Music Review·

Jason Was Here!

End of an Era

routes llllti of

re~~ mili~d~ filfo~.

a

i• ""'
...............................
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""' . . . .
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..

........

An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:

by Steve Glinka

Must Pass album and the concert
Gar Bangala Desh are two of the
most musically important and
fulfilling events of this decade.
We come to John. John is by
far .the most outspoken Beatie
and former leader of the group,
social militant, and eternal
center of controversy. In the
infamous Rolling Stone interview, John accused the others
of ganging up against Yoko, Paul
of subverting the group, Paul's
father-in-law of trying to rip the
group off, the United States for
war crimes, and the world for
misunderstanding his genius .
Admittedly this interview was
taken as he was just completing
extensive therapy and was excessive, but it was real. John's
works have been the most
uneven. From the heights of
" Cold Turkey," "Workingclass
Hero," "Imagine," to the awful
self-indulgences of the Two
Virgins LP, he has laid bare his
life. . He comes across as a
tremendously sincere ,
questioning individual and one
who takes on the world's burdens
as his own.
Today, the individuals are out
going. Ringo has just completed a
new album with a little help from
George and John. George, too,
has an album expected to
released shortly. Paul is towing
with his band Wings (and you
know how I feel about them ).
John is trying unsuccessfully at
present to gain U.S. citizenship
and gain custody of Yoko's son.
The boy's Apple Corporation has
dismissed Allan Klein for alleged
abuse of his power.
The inevitable question is, will
the Beatles reform? The answer
just has to be no. The boys have
too much respect for what they
have now and what they had then
to reach into the past. But will
John, Paul, George, and Ringo
put out another album? for that
answer we would have to ask one
of them, which is just what we
are planning to. Witli all possible
humbleness and sincerity we are
sending a copy of this article out
to all involved and hope for an
answer. Tune in next year .

The best entertainment event
of the year at Jefferson took
place on March 28 at 8 P .M. as
Jason, a Canadian Rock Band
rocked into the Commons ·for a
dance concert. Though attendance was small at the beginning
of the concert, the good music
and cheap beer managed ·to lure
perhaps 300 Jeff students away
from their books before the night
was over. Jason, five enthus.:.
iastic young people, combined
musical talent with fine vocal
harmony to produce a highly
entertaining evening doing some
material of their own but mostly
borrowing from other well-known
artists & eras. The concert
consisted offour sets, each representing a diff~rent period · of
American music. The sets were
divided by short breaks which the
group used to change irito
costumes which set the theme for
each set.
The first set instantly won the
audience over with medlies of
hits by The Mamas & the Papas
as well as the Four Seasons.
Jason also featured some original .
numbers which were well
received. Next came a set of hits
from the 20's and JO's - done with
a modern ·touch. The third set
opened with the group dressed as
Mousekateers singing the Mousekateer theme song. This served
as an introduction to music of the
60's, especially California hits.
Heavy emphasis was placed on
the Beach Boys and the Commons rocked to such hits as
"Run, Run, Ronn ," "I Get
Around" and more.
The last set brought the house
down. Jason, talking and ·looking
like a mythical rock group of the
50's; "The Greasers," pPriodned
such great 50's hits as "Rock
around the Clock," etc. The finale
came when "Elvis" appeared on
stage dressed in a grey-sequined
suit to sing "Hound Dog" and
some other of his million-sellers
to a wildly cheering audience.

"Lead us out of darkness...."

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
AN~UAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.

,'

If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
s~holarships just made poss ible b y the Unifo r med
Services Health Professions
Revi talizat ion Act of 1972
deserve your close attent ion.
Because if you a re now in a
medical, osteopathic dental
veterinar y, podiatr~, or op~
tometry school, or a re working t oward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
· We make it easy for you to

complete your studies.You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the pro gram, but remain in student
status until graduation. And,
during each year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
r equires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still receive your active
duty pay.·
Active duty requirements
are fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer fo r each year you've
p~rticipated in the progr am ,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholar ship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keepi ng with your
professional training.
The life's work you've chosen for yourself r equir es long, -

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience for more detaileti
information.
r----------~~----~
Forces Scholarsh ips
C-CN-33 I

I ~~;;'!1

f U n iversal Ci t y , T exa s 78H8

I

I des ire i nf orma ti o n fo r th e fo ll owi na-

f p rogram :

A rmy ·n Navy O A ir For ce
Medica!70steopathic O Den ta l
Veterinary O P odiatry•
O ther (Please s pecify). _ _ __

f

~

I

Name'-

I

f

1

I
I
I
I
f

- - - , - - -- - - (please print)

f Soc. Sec. " - -- - - - -:Address _

I
II

I
f
I
I
I
I

Ci t y _

_ __ _ __

_ _ __ __

State
E n ro lled
Tu

_

_
_

Zip _ __

_

at -----,-~----

~raduate

Date of birth

(Sch ool)
in _ _ _ __ _ __
_
I Mo nth l (Year) (Degree)
(Mo nth)

(Day )

"and let the sun shine in." ·

( Year)

•Pod iau·y nut available in Air Force P ro grc.m.

L - - - - - - - - - - - - "- - -~ - -.I
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From the Jeff Hall Commons

Movie Review:

Last Tango
by Robert L. Breckenridge, Jr.
Cinema runs in cycles. Since
th e New Wave movement in
France started its decline around
1964, there have been no important films . Godard has turned
Marxist, Truffaut has turned
bourgeois, Bergman has become
boring and Fellini hasn't made a
good film since 8 1/ 2.
Hollywood, in its pursuit of
cash, has shafted " the industry"
with its occult kung fu exploitation movies. At last, an
. Ita~ian film director, Bernardo
Bertolucci, has taken the best
elements from the New Wave and
Hollywood, added his own genius_,
and created a monumental
masterpiece which hopefully will
· stimulate a new revolution in
cinema (but probably won't ).
The Last Tango in Paris deals
with the aging and the death of
the modern myth of American
r:iachismo so prominent in our
films and literature. Paul
(Marlon Brando) is the essence
of machismo as he combines the
innocence and toughness of
Bogart and Cagney with the
romanticism and sexuality of The
Wild One. Paul is a 45-year old
former boxer, former journalist
and former American living in
Paris, grieving over his wife's
suicide. Bertolucci recalls the
plot of ~he first New Wave film ,
Godard's Breathless, by setting
up an affair -between Paul and a
young French . girl , Jeanne
(Maria Schneider) in an empty
apartment.
Paul has doubts about his owr
virility, and blames it on his
wife's infidelity and other outside
factors altering their relationship. He insists that he and
Jeanne insulate themselves from
---~-·-~----t..~-. -;Wl!:.!d by not revealing
anything of their outside lives,
eyen their names.
Jeanne is a pretty 20-year old
girl fascinated by Paul's sexual
power over her. In a homage to
Truffaut, .Bertolucci uses Jean
Pierre Leaud (whom Truffaut
uses as an autobiographical
actor), to play Jeanne's fiance
Tom . He is making a film of ~
young girl in love Jeanne herself. Tom uses the movie camera
to know Jeanne. He tries to define
her and direct her.
Inevitably both men fail in
their attempts to know her. As
Brando says, "If a man had all
the knowledge in the universe he
still wouldn't know his wife."
Bertolucci uses the con- -

trasting ages of Tom and Paul as
a vehicle for his theme of aging.
At first, Jeanne r ejects the youthful Tom for the fatherly Paul. In
the isolation of the partment,
Paul seems almost ageless to
Jeanne. However, later when
Paul takes her to one of the old
dance halls in Paris the illusion
disappears. As she realizes, "It's
all over, " we catch glimpse of
the dying celluloid sexual hero as Paul mimics Cagney's, "You
dirty rat. "
The art of filmmaking is a
blending of reality and fiction.
Godard (and later Bergman)
would interview his actors and
talk to them about their opinions
o{ the cnaracter they played. He
would also try to capture
moments in film when the actor
would be himself. For example,
in Singin' in the Rain, when
Debbie Reynolds is dancing with
Gene Kelly and Donald O'Connor, ··
she holds her dress as she flips
over the couch. Godard says this
little unconscious slip reveals the
modest family girl in Debbie
Reynolds.
Bertolucci has refined this
Brecht/ Godard idea when the
actors talk about their childqoods. In what appears to be
improvisation, Brando and
Schneider reveal to each other in
a highly emotional and personal
manner, their own and their
character's childhoods . It is
moments like these when
Schneider approaches the acting
ability of Jeanne Moreau and
Brando displays the best acting I
have ever witnessed.
Two other notable features
WP,re the musical score and fhe
c"lnem~tography. The music, a
progressive jazz, is used as a
counterpoint to the highly
emotional scenes, rather than
creating the emotion. Bertolucci
has become a master of color
pho_tography, using color to
enhance emotion. He uses
shadows as props in the
relatively simple setting of the
apartment. Outside he blocks his
shots of Paris in such a way that
the complexity becomes surreal.
There are innumerable other
things for which the movie can be
praised. The only shortcoming I
can find is the $4 admission price.
Originally movies were the poor
man 's art and entertainment but
that pimp of American movies
known as the box office has
created a high-riced whore. But
being a whore doesn't make you a
bad person.
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MAY 19TH
BACK TO NATURE PICNIC,
INDIAN SPRINGS DAY CAMP.
BUSES DEPART 9:30 A.M.
COST $2.00.
MAY 26TH
RAIN DATE FOR PICNIC
MAY 25TH-26TH
FILM--ST. VALENTINE'S
DAY MASSACRE and CARTOON. 8:00 P.M.
PHILLIES DISCOUNT TICKETS
Purchase any five dates for
$15.00, or any four dates for
$13.00, or any three dates for
$11.00.
Select games from the
following dates :
Wed.
May 9
Cincinnati
Wed.
May 23
Pittsburgh
Wed.
June20
New York
Tues.
July 10
Atlanta
Tu~s.
July 31
Chicago
· Fn..
Aug. 24
Los Angeles
Circle your selections and
hurry your money over to Jefferson Hall M-63, or call Ext. 7948
for reservations.
All seats normally sell for
$4.25 and are located in the 200- ,
300 levels either behind first or
third base.
All games start at 7:35 P.M.
All reservations will be held
until forty-eight hours prior to the
game. Dream Vacations
Last year's "dream vacations
were so successful and enjoyable
many of our people said " Where
to This Year?"
'
After much deliberation
"Eastern Group Tours" Travei
Agency came up with these
wonderful trjps to five different
places.
To dream of touring sunny
Disney World just makes one
warm all over. Freeport-with its
beautiful beaches. Nassau, San
Francisco, and Las Vegas are
some of the trips set up right now.
But beautiful Majorca will have
first priority on our muse see list.
We will thrill to Latin rhythms
while sipping Spanish wines and
watching the whirling skirts of
the Flamenco dancers flash. by.
VIVA!!!

. All ' trips depart Philadelphia , located at Jefferson Hall
or seaports. The flyer Reception Desk (Or call Bonnie
with these dream vacations is . 'Litman, 829-7925).
BASKETBALL RESULTS
Congratulations ·to the new
"A" league champions Gilbert
Parks' Independents II, team and
the "B" Champion.s Herb Grays'
Sophomore Independent team.
The "A" Champs finished the
league in third place. In the playoffs they defeated Allan Hoovers'
Phi Alpha team 48 ·to 42. Their
real test came in the semi-finals
when they erased a three year
domination by downing Nu Sigma
Nu 61to 43. In the finals they won
handily over a surprising emALVAR ARAKI BASKIN BELKIN
ployee team by a score of 52 to 31.
BOULANGER
BRANDSTATTER
Members of the Independents
BUFFET CHAGALL COUDRAIN
team are Gilbert Parks., (Coach) .
DALI FRIEDLAENDER JANSEM
Charlie Goldsmith, Tommy
JAUTREC LEBA DANG MINAUX
Layton, Kevin Tracey, Bruce
MIRO M<KOvVITZ i\10TI
Jarrell, Jim Marencik, Rich
PAPART PICASSO POLEO FREED
Evans, and Barry Rosen.
RENOIR
SOULAGES TORNERO
In the "B" league, the champs
CALDER SHAHN TOMCHUK
advanced by defeating Nu Sigma
ERNST ZAO·WOU·KI POSTERS
Nu 54 to 46 in the first round, in
the semi-finals they beat
Podolskys' Independent B 64 .to
0
42. The finals found the
sophomore Independs trailing by
12 points at the half only to rally
for a convincing 51to 35 win over
runner-up St. Andres' Phi Alpha
B Team.
Members of the B League
champions are Herb Gray
(coach) Ray Baraldi, Jim Delehan ty, Bob Kehm, -Mike
Kilcullen, Jay Rauth, Bill Daly,
Tom Kilcheski and John Griggs.
m~port
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fine _graphics

summer H u rs.·

-M-T. 4:30 - 9

W-Th-F 1-9

Sat. 1-5

.·c 1•TY HILL

RESTJlURANT -& .DELI -

262 S. lOth-ST.
•You ·Get More For less._
WA 3·4289
l'e Sef't!Je Y. . Tlae B•I S _ . . . _ la

MEAL TICKETS-FOR STUDENTS
HOT PlATT.ER SPECIALS DAILY
OPEN 2A HRS.

BARRY ·SAN DROW INNKEEPER
216 S. 11th -STREET
SANDWICHES LARGEST IN _
CENTER CITY

PIANO BAR IN EVENING

SERVICE
AFTER
THE SALE
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SINCE :922

DISCOUNTS ON:
CAMERAS
FILM .

DEVELOPlNG & PRINTING
. ACCESSORIES

132 S. 11th Street
WA-2-1216
Open Daily 9 til 5:30; Sat. til 4

T-

DR. WATSON'S PUB
BIGGEST DRINKS IN CENTER CITY

WITH

.

MODERATE PRICES
COLD ·BEER TO GO
GET YOUR ENGRAVED PERSONALIZED MUG TO PUT . OVER OUR ·BAR ·
DROP IN FOR A. Bl·T OF CHEER!!!!!
EN SUNDAY TOO

.

